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6

Abstract7

This paper presents an overview of visual recognition of Bengali Sign Language. In this paper8

we learn and detect a sequence of sign words and recognize the sign language that are9

understandable to the deaf and hearing impaired people to help normal people understand the10

meaning of these words. The research discusses the characteristics of the human sign11

languages, the requirements and difficulties behind visual sign recognition, how to deal with12

others persons and the different techniques used in the sign language recognition. The paper13

consists of two major parts, namely the learning part and the detection part. The system14

takes the sign images as its input. First sign images are learnt by the proposed system. When15

a sign image is given for recognition, the detection part identifies the image with the help of16

previously learned images. For learning and detection we have used local binary pattern17

compared with back propagation algorithm of Artificial Neural Network. We believe that this18

research will be of much help to express their thoughts and feelings between the deaf people19

and the normal people.20

21

Index terms— sign language, ANN, back propagation algorithm, local binary pattern.22

1 Introduction23

any people are hearing impaired in our country. Sign languages are used by the hearing impaired people to24
mainly communicate with other peoples of their kind, and also to some extent with their friends, families as25
well. Many of these people are intelligent enough to share their opinions and work with rest of the population26
to move ahead our country. They participate in different development organizations in different sectors. But27
there is a communication gap between the hearings impaired and/or deaf people and the rest of the people in28
our country. They can communicate with their family members as they also learn sign language to some extent29
in the process of observing and interacting with the disabled person in the family day after day. They can30
communicate with other people who know sign language. But, it is difficult for normal people to communicate31
with them when hearing impaired and/or deaf people work with normal people in different organization and/or32
development sectors. The communication between the hearing impaired people and the normal people are not33
well defined. It is important to communicate with hearing impaired and deaf people in an understandable way to34
share their opinions, to solve their problem and help them to be a part our normal day to day life. In this paper35
we work on the Bengali Sign Language that helps both the hearing impaired & deaf people and the normal people36
to express their thoughts and feelings and to give them a better medium for communication and exchanges of37
ideas [2]. This paper follows the Bengali Sign Language dictionary to create the understandable sentences using38
the easy words. First, we will learn the images of these words sign language and store it. Then we can take as39
input a sign language image and compare it with our stored sign language words to recognize what the input40
image represents in sign language. This paper has been done to make the people to recognize the sign language41
with an easy way and also to communicate with others.42
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6 PRICIPLES OF LOCAL BINARY PATTERNS

2 II.43

3 Sign Language44

A sign language (also signed language) is a language which, instead of acoustically conveyed sound patterns,45
uses visually transmitted sign patterns (manual communication, body language and lip patterns) to convey46
meaning-simultaneously combining hand shapes, orientation and movement of the hands, arms or body, and47
facial expressions to fluidly express a speaker’s thoughts. Sign languages commonly develop in deaf communities,48
which can include interpreters, friends and families of deaf people as well as people who are deaf or hard of hearing49
themselves [4]. In Bangladesh the method of teaching the hearing impaired and/or deaf children started more50
than three decades ago. Lip reading, use of sign language and speech training has been followed in teaching them.51
Though the basis of sign language is the same, yet every country has developed its own techniques according52
to its own language. Teachers who are working in this particular fields are trained in different countries where53
the follow their own methods and techniques, specially the sign language. So it is not expected that all of them54
will follow the signs. More over the hearing impaired children of the different parts of the country use their own55
sign language according to their needs and local conditions, but no step was undertaken for the hearing impaired56
in Bangladesh [2]. Considering all these facts and prevailing conditions of this particular field, steps have been57
taken by the Department of Social Services to develop a uniform sign language dictionary In this recognition58
system, sentences of the form personal pronoun, verb, adjective, personal Pronoun” are to be recognized. This59
sentences such as I eat rice ( Avwg fvZ LvB) structure emphasis the need for a distinct grammar for Bengali60
Sign Language recognition and allows a large variety of meaningful sentences to be randomly generated using61
words from each class. Table 1 shows the words chosen for each class [3]. At first a naive eye was used to avoid62
ambiguities in the selected signs, but this was shortly subsumed by the Table1.63

4 III. Sign Languages’ Relationships with Oral Language64

A common misconception is that sign languages are somehow dependent on oral languages, that is, that they65
are oral language spelled out in gesture, or that they were invented by hearing people. Hearing teachers in66
deaf schools, such as Thomas Hopkins Gallaudet, are often incorrectly referred to as ”inventors” of sign language.67
Manual alphabets (finger spelling) are used in sign languages, mostly for proper names and technical or specialized68
vocabulary borrowed from spoken languages. The use of finger spelling was once taken as evidence that sign69
languages were simplified versions of oral languages, but in fact it is merely one tool among many. Finger spelling70
can sometimes be a source of new signs, which are called lexicalized signs. On the whole, deaf sign languages are71
independent of oral languages and follow their own paths of development. For example, British Sign Language72
and American Sign Language are quite different and mutually unintelligible, even though the hearing people73
of Britain and America share the same oral language. Similarly, countries which use a single oral language74
throughout may have two or more sign languages; whereas an area that contains more than one oral language75
might use only one sign language. South Africa, which has 11 official oral languages and a similar number of76
other widely used oral languages, is a good example of this. It has only one sign language with two variants due77
to its history of having two major educational institutions for the deaf which have served different geographic78
areas of the country [5].79

5 IV. Basic Concept of Neural Network80

In general neural network are simply mathematical techniques designed to accomplish a variety of task. Neural81
networks can be configured in various arrangements to perform a range of tasks including pattern recognition,82
data mining, classification and process modeling. The later is the primary interest in this context and although83
the types and topologies of neural networks vary greatly in the field, by far the most commonly used type of84
neural network, particularly in process control, is feed-forward, back-propagation neural network [6]. Our basic85
computational element model neuron is often called a node or unit. It receives input from some other units, or86
perhaps from an external source. Each input has an associated weight w, which can be modified so to model87
synaptic learning. The unit computes some function f of weighted sum of its inputs: Its output, in turn, can88
serve as input to other units. The architecture of the 3-layer neural network besides processing an input and an89
output layer also has an intermediary layers called hidden layer. The computational units of the hidden layer90
aids in performing useful intermediary computation before directing to the input to the output layer. The input91
layer neurons are linked to the hidden layer neutron and the weight on these links is referred to as input hidden92
layer weight. The hidden layer neurons are linked to the output layer neurons and weights. On these links are93
referred to as hidden-output layer weights. A model of multilayer network also called three-layer is shown below:94

6 Priciples of Local Binary Patterns95

The original LBP operator was introduced by Ojala et al. [9]. This operator works with the eight neighbors of96
a pixel, using the value of this center pixel as a threshold. If a neighbor pixel has a higher gray value than the97
center pixel (or the the same gray value) than a one is assigned to that pixel, else it gets a zero. The LBP code98
for the center pixel is then produced by concatenating the eight ones or zeros to a binary code (figure ??.3).99
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If the gray value of the center pixel is gc and the gray values of his neighbors are gp, with p = 0, ...,p -1, than100
the texture T in the local neighborhood of pixel (x c , y c ) can be defined as: T = t(g c , g 0 , . . . , g P?1 )101

Once these values of the points are obtained is it also possible do describe the texture in another way. This102
is done by subtracting the value of the center pixel from the values of the points on the circle. On this way the103
local texture is represented as a joint distribution of the value of the center pixel and the differences: T = t(g c104
, g 0 ? g c , . . . , g P?1 ? g c ) (4)105

Since t(g c ) describes the overall luminance of an image, which is unrelated to the local image texture, it106
does not provide useful information for texture analysis. Therefore, much of the information about the textural107
characteristics in the original joint distribution (Eq. 3) is preserved in the joint difference distribution (Ojala et108
al. 2001):T (g 0 ? g c , . . . , g P?1 ? g c )(5)109

Although invariant against gray scale shifts, the differences are affected by scaling. To achieve invariance with110
respect to any monotonic transformation of the gray scale, only the signs of the differences are considered. This111
means that in the case a point on the circle has a higher gray value than the center pixel (or Visual Recognition of112
Bengali Sign Language using Local Binary Pattern Compared with ANN Later the LBP operator was extended113
to use neighborhoods of different sizes. In this case a circle is made with radius R from the center pixel. P114
sampling points on the edge of this circle are taken and compared with the value of the center pixel. To get the115
values of all sampling points in the neighborhood for any radius and any number of pixels, (bilinear) interpolation116
is necessary. For neighborhoods the notation (P, R) is used. In the last step to produce the LBP for pixel (x c ,117
y c ) a binomial weight 2p is assigned to each sign These binomial weights are summed:?????? ??.?? (?? ?? , ??118
?? ) = ? ??( ???1 ??=0 ð�??”ð�??” ?? ? ð�??”ð�??” ?? ) 2 ?? (7)119

The Local Binary Pattern characterizes the local image texture around (x c , y c ). The original LBP operator120
in figure ??.3 is very similar to this operator with P = 8 and R = 1, thus LBP8,1. The main difference between121
these operators is that in LBP 8,1 the pixels first need to be interpolated to get the values of the points on the122
circle.123

7 VI. Sign Recognition using Local Binary Pattern Compared124

with Back Propagation Algorith125

The benefit of the middle-hidden layer allows ANN to develop its own internal representation of this mapping.126
Such a rich and complex internal representation capability allows the hierarchical network to learn any mapping127
and not just linearly separable ones. Les us consider the three-layer network with input layer having ’l’ nodes,128
hidden layer having ’m’ nodes and an output layer with ’n’ nodes. We consider sigmoidal functions for activation129
functions for the hidden and output layers and linear activation function for input layer [7]. The number of130
neurons in the hidden layer may choose to lie between 1 and 21. The basic algorithm loop structure is given as131
Initialize the weights Repeat For each training pattern Train on that pattern End Until the error is acceptably132
low While To implement the sign recognition in this research works, we proposed the Local Binary patterns133
methodology. Local Binary Pattern works on local features that uses LBP operator which summarizes the local134
special structure of a face image ??11].135

LBP is defined as an orders set of binary comparisons of pixels intensities between the center pixels and its136
eight surrounding pixels. Local Binary Pattern do this comparison by applying the following formula:??????(??137
?? , ?? ?? ) = ? ??(?? ?? ? ?? ?? )2 ?? 7 ??=0(15)138

Where i c corresponds to the value of the center pixel (?? ?? , ?? ?? ), i n to the value of eight surrounding139
pixels.140

8 Results and Discussion141

Bengali Sign Language recognition is not a simple problem since a new image of a sign seen in the recognition142
phase is usually different from the image seen by the learning phase. Although a sign image has unique features143
for sign language recognition there are several sign uses by the human. The sign image depends on viewing144
conditions and environment. In addition the sign image changes according to the expressions. Bengali Sign145
Language recognition Visual Recognition of Bengali Sign Language using Local Binary Pattern Compared with146
ANN also works by using basic LBP operator. Feature extracted matrix originally of size 3 x 3, the values are147
compared by the value of the centre pixel, then binary pattern code is produced and also LBP code is obtained148
by converting the binary code into decimal one. research, which is flexible and efficient, should be able to solve149
the problems. This section reveals results obtained by the image detector that has been developed. In this paper150
the detector has been tested on images that contain sign image and every image The following table shows overall151
sign words learning and detection rate:152

It is expected from sign language recognition system to acquire high accurate recognition rate while detection153
rate should be too low. In the table-II, the detection rate is 99%. While the detection rate using the back154
propagation algorithm is 93%. We detect the sign word one after another and recognize the sign language. From155
the experimental result, it is seen that the research satisfies all requirements to recognize the sign language.156
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9 A) CONCLUSION

9 a) Conclusion157

In this study, we presented an off-line Bengali Sign Language recognition research which is based on Local Binary158
Pattern compared with artificial neural network using Back propagation algorithm. The purpose of this research159
is to implement Bengali Sign Language recognition. Through use of LBP algorithm low error rates were achieved160
on both learning an image and testing image. The accuracy of the system is 99% by using LBP algorithm.161

It is obvious that the result of this Bengali Sign recognition system but due to some limitation we were not able162
to implement all portion of the research yet. The main improvements will pursue the performances, recognize of163
multiple images. What is more the following are few points that we are going to address the near future [8].164
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Figure 3: Figure 2 :
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Figure 10: Figure 4 :
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